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Everybody saying To the Moon, 
But when !! 
  
‘2022MOON’ is a meme token. 

BUT IT’S AN ORGANIC CREATURE.  

A new cryptocurrency birthed by fans & members of the meme coin communities. 

The cryptocurrency market is now getting ready to take a step and run. Our team 

has been contemplating for a long time what we can do in this market, as 2022 

will be the year when cryptocurrencies become a true asset class. Numerous 

people who said Bitcoin was a scam have now decided that they are trying to 

replace cash with cryptocurrencies and that the memecoin ecosystem is growing 

at the center of it. But we are still one step ahead. Those who dream of the future 

will soon be in that dream. 2022 is just around the corner. 

We are so Sick of Scams. So we've made a real project ourselves.  
Meme Ecosystem is not a joke Anymore and the world already realizes. 
Developing a '22 Application' including Best UX NFT Marketplace, Multi-
Languages DEX, and Soft wallet for Defi. 

22 MOONERS 

We call our community the 22 Mooners. We call ourselves Mooners in honor of 

22MOON, Everyone can make memes of the 22MOON or just moon and 

whatever they want. Our Community will grow that can feel the tremendous hope 

and love we felt when mankind ignited an engine fire towards the moon. 



22SWAP & NFT Marketplace 

2022MOON is working on two flagship utility projects:  

22Swap Application that Real-time conversion to various languages is possible, 

and we are making a swap that works 100% on mobile without any problems. 

The overall project is English-based, but we plan to service the currently lacking 

Asian languages, and currently we are developing Korean and Japanese 

languages first. 

NFT and merchandise marketplace, We provide NFT market place where people 

can buy and sell easily and conveniently in various Every languages at any time. 

We call our community the 22 Mooners. We call ourselves Mooners in honor of 

22MOON, Everyone can make memes of the 22MOON or just moon and 

whatever they want. Our Community will grow that can feel the tremendous hope 

and love we felt when mankind ignited an engine fire towards the moon. 



Multi-chain protocol 
Divide and conquer 

The 2022MOON token will available on more than one blockchain. Each 

blockchain 22MOON is on has its own strong points that allows the 22MOON 

ecosystem to thrive on it. 

As of right now, 22MOON is available on the following Binance Smart Chain 

blockchains only.  

22MOON will be available on  

Ethereum Network, Solana Network, Cardano Network  

and more in future with 1:1 bridge system. 

 

 

 

 



How to buy 
You can buy on Pancake Swap. This guide will show you how to purchase 

$22MOON tokens on PancakeSwap. 

Buying $22MOON 

First, You Need to Install a Wallet. Below is a guide to installing Metamask. 

Step 1. Go to the Metamask website. 

Step 2. Click “Get Chrome Extension” to install Metamask. 

Step 3. Click “Add to Chrome” in the upper right. 

Step 4. Click “Add Extension” to complete the installation. 
You will know Metamask has been installed when you see the fox logo on the 

upper right hand corner of your browser. 

 

https://metamask.io/


Using Metamask 

One of the first tasks you will want to do on Metamask is to install a wallet to 

hold your cryptocurrencies. To do this, follow the instructions below. 

Step 1. Click on the Metamask logo in the upper right hand corner of your 
Google chrome browser. 

Step 2. Read and agree to the terms and conditions. You may have to agree to 
2 to 3 pages worth of terms. 

Step 3. Enter a password and click “Create” to create your wallet. 

Step 4. You will see a set of 12 “seed words” for your vault. Click “Save Seed 
Words as File” and copy the “MetaMask Seed Words” file that is downloaded to 

a safe place. You will need it to access your wallet on another device, if 

something ever happens to the device you are currently downloading Metamask 

on. You now have a wallet to use! 

 



Buying on PancakeSwap 
Step 1.  
Go to the following link:  https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?

outputCurrency=0x047a02a57501a813975b2D347278Fdd3dF671E86 

Step 2. 
Click "Connect Wallet." 

Step 3.  
Click the Metamask tab. 

Step 4. 
Enter your Metamask password and click unlock. 

Step 5.  
Follow the prompts to finish the connection process.  

Once you have connected your wallet, you are ready to purchase $22MOON. 

Please remember that you need BNB in your Metamask wallet to pay for the gas 

fees. You can purchase BNB directly from your Metamask wallet, if you would 

like. You can also purchase BNB from an exchange, such as Coinbase, and send 

your BNB to your Metamask wallet. All you need to do is go to your preferred 

exchange and initiate a transfer from that exchange to your Metamask wallet 

address. Your Metamask wallet address can be found at the top of your 

Metamask wallet user interface. 

https://bscscan.com/address/0x047a02a57501a813975b2D347278Fdd3dF671E86


Token Metrics 
The 22MOON token 

Total Supply : 2,000,000,000,000,000 

Burned Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000  

Presale : 9% 

Liquidity  : 6.3 % 

Anti-Rug System : 5% 

Unlock : 29.7% 

 



BEP-20 compliant token with special features. 

There is an 10% tax on every buy and sell. 

- That 2% tax goes to a Liquidity pool 

- That 5% tax goes to a Marketing and Development Wallet that anyone can 

tracking deposits and all transactions.  

- That 2% tax goes to Redistributed as ‘DOGE COIN’ to existing holders of 

tokens. 

- That 1% or more Tokens will be brunt at Every Full moon Phase 

    https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/ 

to The funds in the Marketing wallet are used for only marketing and further 

development of the 2022MOON ecosystem. 

 



Roadmap 

Phase 1 

Project Development 
Contract Deployment 

Website Launch 
Whitepaper 

Contract & KYC Audit  
Pre-Sale on Pink Sale 

Listing on Pancakeswap 
  

Phase 2 

5000 Telegram Members 
Influencer / Celebrity onboarding 

Coingecko Listing 
Coinmarketcap Listing 
5,000 Token Holders 

Phase 3 

Release Articles on Media 
Launching Own Application 

DEX Launch 
Crazy Event For Investors 

10,000 Token Holders 
  

Phase 4 

CEX listings 
Partnerships with Major Projects 

Massive Offline Marketing 
30,000 Token holders 

Expend Project to the Moon 
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